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Social media has become a main platform of public communication and
information transmission. Therefore, social media sentiment analysis has great
application values in many fields, such as public opinion monitoring, production
marking, stock forecasting and so on. But the multi-modal characteristic of social
media content (e.g. texts and images) significantly challenges traditional text-
based sentiment analysis approaches, multi-modal sentiment analysis gets great
theoretical value for understanding and analysis of multi-modal contents.
The key challenge of multi-modal sentiment analysis is how to recognize the
integral sentiment with diverse modalities, simultaneously consider the sentiment
presen- tation of each modal. In this paper, we propose a set of novel multi-modal
sentiment analysis methods for scial media content, which synthetically utilize the
correlation and hierarchical characteristics of multi-modal sentiment expressions.
The main contents and innovations are as follows:
1.To solve the problems of sentiment correlations among different modalities, we
propose a Multi-modal Correlation Model (MCM). Compared with other multi-
modal methods, MCM models hierarchical correlations among modalities, as well
as between modalities and sentiments. Specifically, a probabilistic graph ical
model is subsequently built upon the proposed MCM model, which considers the
hierarchical correlations and preserves the classification ability of each modality.
Experimental results demonstrate the importance of mulit-modal hierarchical
correlations to sentiment analysis
2.To solve the problem of the semantic gap between modalities and sentiment,
we propose a Hierarchical Fine-tune Learning Strategy (HFLS), which takes
advantages of deep learning technologies and human experiences to learn
hierarchical sentiment features. HFLS employs layer-wise fine-tunes on deep













high-level sentiment features for sentiment analysis. Experimental results show
the hierarchical features can improve sentiment classification and bridge the
semantic gap.
3.To solve the problem of the correlations and hierarchy of multi-modal sentiment
expressions, we propose a general multi-modal sentiment feature leraning
method based on the conclusions of MCM and HFLS. The method is
unsupervised, which use the large scale sentiment signals in social media as hint
informations to learn high sentiment-correlated and hierarchical sentiment
features. Experi- mental results show the features outperform the state-of-the-art
methods and have good generalization ability.
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